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The subject of the Course is the illustration of a standard tax system's architecture by means of a
comparative and case-based approach. The Course is divided into four parts.

Part I will discuss the functions of taxing power and tax law, the concept of tax, the main types of
taxes and the main trends in domestic tax policy.

Part II will discuss the main features of income taxation.

Part III will focus on the tax treatment of business entities' income.

Part IV will discuss the main features and mechanisms of functioning of consumption taxes (i.e.
VAT and sales taxes) and other taxes currently implemented around the world.

The main objective of the Course is to provide the students with an in-depth knowledge of the
architecture, the rationale and the functioning of the main taxes of which a modern tax system is
composed.

Upon completion of this course, participants will acquire: 

The ability to understand and possibly identify the tax issues underlying a certain real life or

business situation;

-

Appropriate tax skills, such as the use of a specific language and the ability to understand, for

each type of tax, the main rules leading to the determination of the taxable base and the net

tax due. 

-

The Course is based on a hybrid learning methodology, composed of "live in person" sessions
(available both on-campus and off-campus), "live online" sessions (available exclusively online),
and "asynchronous" sessions. 
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PROGRAM
 

 

SESSION 1 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 2 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 3 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Live in person sessions and exclusively online live sessions will be mostly dedicated to the
illustration and discussion, from a theoretical and practical perspective, of the main features of
modern tax systems. A Socratic and case-based approach will often be adopted.

Asynchronous sessions will be mainly dedicated to group presentations and recorded teaching
sessions.

Pre-reading of pre-assigned materials and follow up home study and homework will be necessary
for a complete learning process.

Apart of the manual, lecture notes, slides and several different articles from academic journals,
case law and policy papers will be used and made available through Campus Online.

Teaching methodology Weighting Estimated time a
student should
dedicate to prepare for
and participate in

Lectures 40.0 % 60 hours
Discussions 20.0 % 30 hours
Exercises 10.0 % 15 hours
Group work 10.0 % 15 hours
Other individual studying 20.0 % 30 hours
TOTAL 100.0 % 150 hours

PART I - FOUNDAMENTALS OF TAXATION

Introduction to the Course

a)      Why Taxation?

b)     Timetable, Objectives, and Methodology of the Course

c)      Rules of the game

d)     Materials  (book and other references)

e)      What is "tax"?

f)     The comparative approach

g)     Sources of tax law

Tax sovereignty's functions

a) The revenue-raising function
b) The redistributive function

c) The regulatory function

The taxing power: holders and exercise 
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SESSION 4 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 

 

SESSION 5 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 6 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 7 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 

 

SESSION 8 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 9 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 10 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 11 (LIVE ONLINE) 

 

SESSION 12 (LIVE IN-PERSON)

a)     The holders of taxing power:

b)     The exercise of taxing power

Group presentations

Discussion and comments on paper and cases presented by groups

Institutional constraints and general principles of tax policy

a)      Constitutional limitations

b)      Constraints under supranational and international law (EU, WTO and NAFTA, tax treaty law)

c)      Analysis of case law 

Group presentations

Discussion and comments on papers and cases presented by groups

Concepts of tax evasion, tax avoidance and legitimate tax saving

PART II - THE ARCHITECTURE OF INCOME TAXES

 Basic choices for income taxation

a)     The concept of “income” and “source” of income

b)     Global versus schedular approaches

c)     Current tax systems

 Current individual income tax systems

a)     Categories of income

b)     Determinationa of the taxable base and due tax

Mid-term exam
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SESSION 13 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 14 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 

 

SESSION 15 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 16 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 17 (ASYNCHRONOUS) 

 

SESSION 18 (LIVE ONLINE) 

 

SESSION 19 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

Special Items of income

a)     Employee fringe benefits

b)     Employer provided pension benefits

c)     Deemed (imputed) income from owner occupied

d)     Housing

Special Items of income

e)     Gifts

f)     Prizes and Awards

g)     Scholarships and Grants

h)     Cancellation of Indebtedness

i)     Windfalls

j)      Subsidies

Group presentations

 

Discussion and comments on cases presented by groups

Deductible vs. non-deductible expenses

a)     Deductible expenses

b)     Non-deductible expenses

c)     Mixed expenses

Group presentations

Discussion and comments on cases presented by groups

PART III - THE CORPORATE INCOME TAX

Architecture of corporate income taxation

a)     Business entities and income tax regimes
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SESSION 20 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 21 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 22 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 23 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 24 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 25 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 26 (ASYNCHRONOUS)

b)     Corporate taxpayers

c)     The justification for Corporate Income Tax

d)     Corporate income tax base and rate

e)     Corporate/shareholder integration

Standard corporate income tax systems

a) Corporate income tax base and rate
b) Corporate/shareholder integration

Business income and tax adjustments

a)     Financial Accounting and Tax Accounting

b)     Currently Deductible and Capitalized costs

c)     Rules on Depreciation and Amortization

d)     Net operating losses (NOLs)

Debt vs. Equity financing

a)  Taxation of dividends vs. taxation of interest

b)  Limitations to interest deduction

c)  Tax incentives to company capitalization

Determination of business income - Training

Taxation of corporate groups

a)     Intercompany dividends

b)     Tax consolidation regimes

c)     Intra-group transactions and transfer pricing issues

d)     Corporate reorganizations and restructuring

Principles of international income taxation

a)     Resident vs. non-resident taxpayers

b)     Worldwide vs. territorial taxation

c)     Taxation of cross-border business profits

d)     Exit taxation
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SESSION 27 (LIVE ONLINE) 

 

SESSION 28 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 29 (LIVE IN-PERSON) 

 

SESSION 30 (LIVE ONLINE) 

BIBLIOGRAPHY

Compulsory

 - Hugh J. Ault, Brian J. Arnold,. (2010). Comparative Income Taxation: A Structural

Analysis. 3rd Edition. Wolters Kluwer. ISBN 9789041132048 (Printed)

   

 - Hugh J. Ault, Brian J. Arnold, Graeme S. Cooper. (2019). Comparative Income

Taxation: A Structural Analysis. Fourth. Kluwer Law International. ISBN

9789403509327 (Printed)

   
 

EVALUATION CRITERIA
 

Group presentations

Discussion and comments on cases presented by groups  

PART IV - OTHER TAXES

Value Added Tax and Sales taxes

a)     VAT Functioning and elements

b)      Sales taxes in the US

Other Taxes

a)     Property and Wealth taxes

b)     Estate and Gift taxes

Final Exam

Each student has four attempts over two consecutive academic years to pass this course. Dates
and location of the final exam will be posted in advance and will not be changed.

Please note that students who, for any reason, do not present the group assignment, or do not sit
for the mid-term exam or final exam: 

Will not be given the opportunity to individually present or take the mid-term or final exam on a

different day;

-

Will receive a 0.0 grade for the missing assignment or exam;-
Will still be able to pass the Course if their weighted final grade is at least 5 (please see below

the grading criteria).

-
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PROFESSOR BIO
 

Students must attend at least 70% of the Course's sessions. Students who do not comply with the
70% attendance rule will receive a 0.0 on their first and second attempts and go directly to the third
one (they will need to enroll in the Course again the following academic year).

Students who are in the third or fourth attempt should contact the professor during the first two
weeks of the Course.

Grades: From 0 to 10 (scoring 5 or more will be needed to pass the Course)

Any student whose weighted final grade is below 5 will be required to sit for the retake exam to
pass the course (except those not complying with the attendance rules, whom are banned from this
possibility).

Grading for retakes will be subject to the following rules:

-       the retakes will consist on a comprehensive exam. The grade will depend only on the
performance on this exam; continuous evaluation over the semester will not be taken into account.

-       the exam will be designed bearing in mind that the passing grade is 5 and the maximum grade
that can be attained on the second and fourth attempts is 8 out of 10.

-       the third and fourth attempt will require the student to complete:

o   a written assignment or a written comment on a case

o   a final exam

This is also applicable to students who do not have required attendance, e.g. sickness.

Dates and location of the retakes will be posted in advance and will not be changed.

The grading criteria are as follows:

Criteria Percentage Comments
Participation 25 % Participation will to be

assessed based on the
quality of interactive
contribution to the
teaching sessions,
compliance with high
behavioral standards,
and group presentation
performance

Mid-term Exam 30 % The Mid-term Exam will
be likely comprised of
multiple-choice questions
and open-essay
questions

Final Exam 45 % The Final Exam will be
likely comprised of
multiple-choice questions
and open-essay
questions

Professor: GIULIO ALLEVATO

E-mail: gallevato@faculty.ie.edu

 

E-mail: gallevato@faculty.ie.edu
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OTHER INFORMATION

Giulio Allevato is Professor of Tax Law at IE University Law School. He is also Affiliate Professor of
Tax&Law at SDA Bocconi School of Management in Milan. Before joining IE University, he was
Hauser Global Fellow at New York University (NYU) School of Law, where he was affiliated to the
Graduate Tax Program faculty, and Lecturer of Tax Law at SDA Bocconi School of Management. In
the past, he has also been Ernst Mach Scholar at the Institute for Austrian and International Tax
Law of the Vienna University of Economics and Business (WU). He regularly teaches at
undergraduate and post-graduate programs, conducts research and training projects with important
national and multinational enterprises. He has published on various taxation topics in international
journals and regularly speaks at international academic and professional conferences. His main
areas of research are related to International Taxation, International Finance, Corporate Taxation,
Taxation of the Digital Economy businesses and Tax Risk Management. He holds a PhD in
International Law & Economics from Università Bocconi and an International Tax LL.M. from the
University of Michigan Law School. He also practices as a tax attorney for a global law firm,
assisting corporate and private clients on international tax matters.

Etiquette: Students are required to adopt high behavioral and professional standards during the
teaching sessions - whether in person or online - and in their interaction and correspondence with
the instructor (e.g. always address the instructor by his academic title, that is, Prof. or Dr.; do not
eat, phone call or text during the session etc.). Deviation from such behavioral and professional
standards will be sanctioned with the immediate expulsion from the session and/or will be taken into
account for the purposes of the participation grade. A healthy dose of sarcasm and sense of humor
is also strongly recommended to successfully pass the Course.

Office hours: in the form of Zoom meeting, upon student request via email.
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